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1. Introduction

Speakers have an ‘abstract idea’ of what they want to say before they go on to

actually generate the words or sentences needed to accurately express said idea. Garrett

(1988), and later Levelt (1989), sketched a consensus model of how the processes and

knowledge types involved in language production interact.The first process being

conceptualization and planning for which the result is a pre-verbal message; the second

process being formulation which refers to grammatical and phonological encoding for

which the result is a phonetic plan (internal speech); the last process is called articulation

in which the production of speech sounds results in the final product of external speech.

In the process of conceptualization, situational and general information as well as

the understanding of how to communicate are all taken into account. This process also

seems to coincide with the planning of spoken discourse which is broken down into two

levels of planning: macroplanning and microplanning. The first refers to how speakers

sort out the type and order of speech acts and the latter to how speakers develop a

detailed planning for each individual speech act. Since the result of all this is a pre-verbal

message which serves to represent the speaker’s ‘abstract’ ideas, it is consistent with

what is known as mentalese, or in other words ‘the language of thought’(Warren 2012:

17).

In the process of formulation both grammatical and phonological encoding take

place. Grammatical encoding uses both functional processing and positional processing.

The first assigns tasks to the words to accurately relay the intended meaning of the
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speaker’s pre-verbal message which involves lexical selection and function assignment.

Through lexical selection, words are selected from their semantic information which

activates the word’s lemma. In other words, content-based aspects of words known as

‘word lemmas’ are chosen and given functional roles in correlation with the sentence.

The latter process then takes said word lemas that have been pre-selected and rearranges

them ‘into an ordered string’ that ‘creates a sentence frame for the message’(Warren 24).

After the content words have been accessed from the mental lexicon and arranged into

the sentence frame, function words and grammatical endings are specified and the

process of phonological encoding generates a genetic plan based on the input that

ultimately leads to the spoken discourse (Warren 2012: 25). That being through

articulation in which the organs that produce speech sounds follow said plan. So, in

considering the planning of grammatical subjects then, after the selected word lemmas

receive their functional roles, the lemma that better semantically and grammatically

corresponds to that of the subject of the sentence is positioned into the subject of the

framework.
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It must be noted though that sometimes the roles assigned to the lemmas have the

ability to inaccurately influence the positional processing and assembly constituency. In

processing syntax and in aiming to facilitate a more efficient process, ‘sentence parsers’

come into play by grouping the strings of words into phrases. The processes of

grammatical encoding must then enforce that the form of the verb match the ‘number’ of

the subject (if it’s plural or singular), albeit this is not always the case when it comes to

actually saying it. Agreement attraction is a type of agreement error that speakers tend to

experience when producing language and happen to parse a sentence incorrectly. An

example of this is where the main verb is in agreement with the local noun rather than the

actual subject that performed or experienced the action. In grammatical verb-agreement

as in Figure 1, the verb agrees with the number of the subject DP1, which receives its

number from the head noun key. But in agreement attraction, as shown in Figure 2, the

verb agrees with the number of the linearly-preceding DP2, which receives its number

from the local noun cabinets. This shows that while subject-verb agreement is assigned

hierarchically, it is susceptible to linear control. (Note that in both figures, the direction of

the arrow indicates where the verb gets its agreement from.) Agreement attraction is

important in this discussion because of how it pertains to grammatical encoding.

Interestingly, however, just how susceptible a verb is to agreement attraction is

determined by a number of factors, as described in Bock (1995). For example, there is an

asymmetry in agreement attraction such that a plural local noun is far more likely to

attract verb agreement away from a singular head noun than a singular local noun is

likely to attract verb agreement away from a plural head noun (Bock 1995: 58). This is

explained by the fact that plurality is a marked feature in English, whereas singular
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number is default. “That is,” explains Bock (1995: 58), “the mental representation of a

plural word carries a plural value, whereas the mental representation of a singular word

carries no number at all: The singular is specified by default. The underlying marking of

the plural makes grammatical plurality a strong force in attraction.” This asymmetry

holds equally regardless of whether the local noun is a regular plural (ending in -s) or an

irregular plural (e.g. children) (Bock 1995: 59). Other factors that influence agreement

attraction include whether the local noun is within a prepositional phrase or a relative

clause; Bock (1995: 59) found that agreement attraction was more likely to occur after

PPs (e.g. The report of the destructive fires) than after RCs (e.g. The report that they

controlled the fires). Bock (1995: 59) also found that longer PP interruptions were more

likely to induce agreement errors than shorter PPs (e.g. The report of the destructive

forest fires vs. The report of the destructive fires), but that longer RCs were just as likely

to induce agreement errors as shorter RCs (e.g. The report that they controlled the forest

fires vs. The report that they controlled the fires).1 However, when experimenting with

the effects of RCs, Bock only used full relative clauses including the word that. But there

are more forms that relative clauses can come in. For example, when a relative clause

includes a passive construction (e.g. The toy that was bitten by the dog was old) or a

progressive construction (e.g. The dog that was biting the toy was mean), it is quite

common for the complementizer and the auxiliary verb to be omitted (e.g. The toy bitten

by the dog was old and The dog biting the toy was mean). Is agreement attraction affected

1 Factors that do not influence agreement attraction include whether the local noun is animate or
inanimate, whether the local noun is conceptually plural (e.g. army, which is notionally plural but
grammatically singular, produces the same amount of agreement attraction as soldier, which is both
notionally and grammatically singular), and whether a local noun is homophonous with a plural (e.g. rose,
which is grammatically singular but homophonous with rows, does not induce any more agreement
attraction than row) (Bock 1995: 59).
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by reduced relative clauses in the same way that it is by full relative clauses? That is

exactly what this paper aims to find out

To investigate the effect of reduced relative clauses on agreement attraction, we

will use a 2✕2 factorial design in a sentence completion task. The first factor will be the

type of relative clause used, and the second will be the number feature of the local noun.

The head noun will always be the unmarked singular, because of the asymmetry effect

mentioned in the previous paragraph. Since it has already been well established that a

local noun whose number is the same as the head noun does not induce attraction (Bock

1995), the conditions with singular local nouns will provide controls with which to

compare the agreement attraction rates in the conditions with mismatching numbers.

Based on Bock (1995), we might expect full RCs and reduced RCs to have the same

agreement attraction rates, because she found that the length of RCs had no effect on

agreement attraction.

2. Materials and Participants

2.1 Participants

In the present experiment, 14 participants were recruited. These participants were

sampled from the experimenters’ personal lives. Most participants have some familial

relation with one of the five experimenters. Out of the 14 total participants, the minimum

age was 14, the maximum age was 64, and the median age was 22. We had 6 male

participants which comprised 42.9% of the sample population and 8 female participants

which comprised 57.1% of the sample population.
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2.2 Stimuli

The conditions of this experiment followed a 2✕2 design where regular and

reduced clauses were crossed with numbers (singular and plurality of the object).

Therefore there were a total of four conditions: regular/singular, regular/plural,

reduced/singular, and reduced/plural. Reduced relative clauses all contain either a past or

present participle following the subject of the clause (“the ball thrown…”) , with meaning

roughly corresponding to a subset of regular relative clauses. Specifically, those of the

form subject + complementizer+copula+past/present participle (“the ball that is

thrown...”). Therefore we first choose the singular and plural reduced sentences first and

then construct the corresponding singular and plural regular sentences. There are two

interfering factors that could come with this arrangement: (1) the main verb in the regular

relative clauses could encode the grammatical number of the subject. For example, the

copula in “the ball that is thrown... ” is inflected for the singular. (2) reduced relative

clauses could be garden path sentences that cause extra difficulty in comprehension.  In

order to avoid these unwanted factors, we adopted the following restrictions: (1) the main

verb in the regular relative clauses are all preceded by the auxiliary “had been” to avoid

encoding the number of the subject  on the verb. (2) The reduced relative clauses contains

either an inanimate subject or a past participle that is distinct from its simple past form to

avoid creating garden path sentences, following the findings in (Trueswell, Tanenhaus,

Garnsey 1994).  We also opted to use the passive in all relative clauses for simplicity.
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Table 1: Experimental conditions and example stimuli

Example
Item Set

Preamble Grammatical
Completion

Ungrammati
cal

CompletionSingular Plural

Regular The ball that had
been thrown
through the
window...

The ball that had
been thrown
through the
windows...

...was red ...were red

Reduced The ball thrown
through the
window...

The ball thrown
through the
windows...

2.3 Procedure

The experiment was hosted on the experiment platform Ibex v0.37 and each

participant was given the url link to the experiment to participate on their own computers.

Participants were given brief instructions before starting the experiment.

Each trial is preceded by a fixation cross “+”  followed by the words in the

preambles in quick succession (350ms per word followed by 150ms between words), and

then the participant is prompted to click on either the singular or the plural completion

presented on screen, one of which is correct.

An experiment begins with an introduction page describing the above procedure

along with 3 questions to check the participants’ understanding of the instruction, after

which the participant proceeds to complete a total of 51 trials, consisting of 4 practice

trials at the beginning and 24 target trials evenly spaced between 23 filler trials. The

target trials were randomly chosen from our 24 sets of preamble completion pairs in each

of the conditions. The practice and task trials were also number agreement completion

tasks, but for preambles with a wide range of syntactic structure.
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After each practice trial, the correct answer was given as feedback. In each trial,

the response as well as the response time for each trial is recorded as the result.

Participants were given 10-seconds breaks after every 12 trials.  The average time spent

on the experiment was around 5 minutes. Afterwards, the participants were asked

debriefing questions about their experience electronically through a survey administered

through the software. Participation was on a volunteer basis.

3. Results

While we did find a weak effect of agreement attraction from plural attractors

compared to singular ones, we did not find that it varied according to clause type. In

addition, we cannot be absolutely certain of this agreement effect because the confidence

intervals contain 0, as shown in Table 2, which is associated with a lack of attraction.

This result is likely due to a lack of data, as when we pool the data across RC types, the

confidence interval does not contain 0, as shown in Table 3, and we can in fact be certain

of agreement attraction for plural attractors.

Table 2: Agreement Error Odds in Regular vs. Reduced Relative Clause
Factor A:
relative
clause

Factor B:
attractor

Correct(sg) Error(pl) Odds Odds
Ratio

Log
Odds
Ratio

SE Confidence
Interval

Regular Singular 76 2 0.026

3.75 1.32 0.82 -0.28–2.93Plural 71 7 0.099

Reduced Singular 76 2 0.026

3.21 1.17 0.83 -0.47–2.80
Plural

71 6 0.085
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Table 3:  Agreement Error Odds Overall
Factor B:
attractor

Correct(sg) Error(pl) Odds Odds
Ratio

Log Odds
Ratio

SE Confidence
Interval

Singular 152 4 0.026

3.48 1.25 0.58 0.10–2.39Plural 142 13 0.092

Table 4a:  Difference in Correct Response Time across Attractor Types
Factor A:

Clause
Type

Factor B:
Attractor

Mean
Response

Time
(correct)

Mean
Response

Time
(incorrect)

Mean Diff
(Correct

responses)

SE t df p

Regular Singular 1385 ms 3399 ms

130 ms 89 ms 1.46 145 0.15Plural 1515 ms 2239 ms

Reduced Singular 1677 ms 1220 ms

168 ms 183 ms 0.92 145 0.36Plural 1845 ms 1504 ms

Table 4b:  Difference in Correct Response Time across Clause Types
Factor A:
Attractor

Factor B:
Clause
Type

Mean
Response

Time
(correct)

Mean
Response

Time
(incorrect)

Mean Diff
(Correct

responses)

SE t df p

Singular Regular 1385 ms 3399 ms

292 ms 142 ms 2.06 150 0.04Reduced 1677 ms 1220 ms

Plural Regular 1515 ms 2239 ms

330 ms 146 ms 2.26 140 0.03Reduced 1845 ms 1504 ms

For reduced relative clauses, the odds of making an agreement error is 0.026 and

when the attractor is singular and 0.085 when the attractor is plural. For regular relative

clauses, the odds is the same in the singular case (0.026) and slightly higher in the plural
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case (0.099). This yields a log odds ratio of 1.32 and a confidence interval of [-0.28, 2.93]

for reduced relative clauses and a log odds ratio of 1.17 and a confidence interval of

[-0.47, 2.80]. Both intervals include 0, indicating uncertainty that the plural local noun

caused attraction. However when the two sets of data are pooled together as shown table

3, the increased sample size leads to a lower SE and a confidence interval of [0.1, 2.39],

suggesting a weak plural attraction effect.

The result is more straightforward for our manipulated factor. The log odds ratio

difference of 0.15 and a SE of 1.17 indicates that the difference between relative and

reduced relative clauses is not significant (z=0.13, p=0.89).

When we look at reaction times rather than error rates, as shown in Table 4, we

find that (1) participants took longer to respond to the plural-attractor level than to the

singular-attractor level within both RC types, and (2) participants had longer RTs overall

for correct responses to reduced RC preambles than to regular RC preambles. When we

study this first observation more closely by comparing RTs between plural and singular

attractor levels within each RC type, we find that the effect of plural local nouns on RT is

not significant for either type of relative clause (t=1.46, df=145, p=0.15 for regular and

t=0.92, df=145, p=0.36 for reduced). But when we compare the differences between RC

types within the attractor-number levels, we do find a significant effect on RT(t=2.06,

df=150, p=0.04 for singular attractor and t=2.26, df=140, p=0.03 for plural attractor).

This seems to suggest that relative clause type might have some kind of influence on ease

of processing, if not on agreement attraction.

In the debriefings, some participants found the pace of words appearing on screen

to be a little fast and reported being slightly distracted at times, while others said it was
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manageable. One participant with ADHD had difficulty remembering words in the

preamble.

4. Discussion

We found that plural local nouns inside RCs can cause attraction. However our

results provide no evidence that the type of the RC affects attraction. As mentioned

above, the small sample size caused the difference between singular and plural attractors

to be insignificant when the two types of clauses are considered separately, so any

conclusion based on this difference is somewhat tentative. If we were to trust the

significance of the attraction effect in the overall data, then we can conclude that the

choice of the subtype of RCs has no effect on plural attraction. It follows that the

presence of relativizers and finite verbs is not relevant for the plural attraction effect and

that Bock (1995) was right in classifying all clauses as a single class that allows for

weaker attraction effect than phrases. This result is in agreement with Bock (1995)’s

claim that the length of clauses also has no effect on plural attractor, as all of our regular

relative clauses contain exactly three more words (“that had been”) than their reduced

relative counterpart. However, a repetition of our experiment with a larger sample size

and other types of clauses would be required to make a definitive conclusion of this type.

Regarding our RT results, note that the reduced relative clauses do correspond with

longer response times, which seems to suggest that reduced RCs are more difficult to

parse for some reason. A way to test how easily people parse reduced RCs compared to

regular RCs would be to create a comprehension task in which participants hear a

question with either a full RC or a reduced RC, and then are timed to see how quickly
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they respond to the question. All the reduced RCs should be unambiguous with irregular

participles or with progressive clauses2 to prevent interference from a garden-path

interpretation. If questions with reduced RCs still show significantly slower RTs even

with garden-path interpretations ruled out, it will be evidence that reduced RCs are

simply more difficult to process. However, if there is no effect of RC type on RT, it will

suggest that the effect found in our data here was simply due to garden-path

interpretations arising from insufficiently unambiguous preambles.
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Appendix A
Item
set Factor A Factor B Condition Preamble

Grammatical
Completion

Ungrammatical
Completion

1 Regular Singular a
The ball that had been thrown
through the window was red were red

1 Regular Plural b
The ball that had been thrown
through the windows was red were red

1 Reduced Singular c
The ball thrown through the
window was red were red

1 Reduced Plural d
The ball thrown through the
windows was red were red

2 Regular Singular a
The vase that had been
shattered by the child was ugly were ugly

2 Regular Plural b
The vase that had been
shattered by the children was ugly were ugly

2 Reduced Singular c
The vase shattered by the
child was ugly were ugly

2 Reduced Plural d
The vase shattered by the
children was ugly were ugly
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3 Regular Singular a
The ring that had been kissed
by the gnome was magical were magical

3 Regular Plural b
The ring that had been kissed
by the gnomes was magical were magical

3 Reduced Singular c The ring kissed by the gnome was magical were magical

3 Reduced Plural d
The ring kissed by the
gnomes was magical were magical

4 Regular Singular a
The honey that had been
misplaced by the bear was lost were lost

4 Regular Plural b
The honey that had been
misplaced by the bears was lost were lost

4 Reduced Singular c
The honey misplaced by the
bear was lost were lost

4 Reduced Plural d
The honey misplaced by the
bears was lost were lost

5 Regular Singular a
The mushroom that had been
eaten by the fairy was psychedelic were psychedelic

5 Regular Plural b
The mushroom that had been
eaten by the fairies was psychedelic were psychedelic

5 Reduced Singular c
The mushroom eaten by the
fairy was psychedelic were psychedelic

5 Reduced Plural d
The mushroom eaten by the
fairies was psychedelic were psychedelic

6 Regular Singular a
The farm that had been
destroyed by the pig was in chaos were in chaos

6 Regular Plural b
The farm that had been
destroyed by the pigs was in chaos were in chaos

6 Reduced Singular c The farm destroyed by the pig was in chaos were in chaos

6 Reduced Plural d
The farm destroyed by the
pigs was in chaos were in chaos

7 Regular Singular a
The cheese that had been
placed on the plate was smelly were smelly

7 Regular Plural b
The cheese that had been
placed on the plates was smelly were smelly

7 Reduced Singular c
The cheese placed on the
plate was smelly were smelly

7 Reduced Plural d
The cheese placed on the
plates was smelly were smelly
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8 Regular Singular a
The pencil that had been
broken by the student was dull were dull

8 Regular Plural b
The pencil that had been
broken by the students was dull were dull

8 Reduced Singular c
The pencil broken by the
student was dull were dull

8 Reduced Plural d
The pencil broken by the
students was dull were dull

9 Regular Singular a
The vaccine that had been
administered by the nurse was painful were painful

9 Regular Plural b
The vaccine that had been
administered by the nurses was painful were painful

9 Reduced Singular c
The vaccine administered by
the nurse was painful were painful

9 Reduced Plural d
The vaccine administered by
the nurses was painful were painful

10 Regular Singular a
The computer that had been
used by the student was old were old

10 Regular Plural b
The computer that had been
used by the students was old were old

10 Reduced Singular c
The computer used by the
student was old were old

10 Reduced Plural d
The computer used by the
students was old were old

11 Regular Singular a
The paint that had been
splattered by the artist was colorful were colorful

11 Regular Plural b
The paint that had been
splattered by the artists was colorful were colorful

11 Reduced Singular c
The paint splattered by the
artist was colorful were colorful

11 Reduced Plural d
The paint splattered by the
artists was colorful were colorful

12 Regular Singular a
The couch that had been torn
by the cat was irreparable were irreparable

12 Regular Plural b
The couch that had been torn
by the cats was irreparable were irreparable

12 Reduced Singular c The couch torn by the cat was irreparable were irreparable
12 Reduced Plural d The couch torn by the cats was irreparable were irreparable
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13 Regular Singular a
The boat that had been
flipped-over by the wave was capsized were capsized

13 Regular Plural b
The boat that had been
flipped-over by the waves was capsized were capsized

13 Reduced Singular c
The boat flipped-over by the
wave was capsized were capsized

13 Reduced Plural d
The boat flipped-over by the
waves was capsized were capsized

14 Regular Singular a
The purse that had been
snatched by the thief was expensive were expensive

14 Regular Plural b
The purse that had been
snatched by the thieves was expensive were expensive

14 Reduced Singular c
The purse snatched by the
thief was expensive were expensive

14 Reduced Plural d
The purse snatched by the
thieves was expensive were expensive

15 Regular Singular a
The gold that had been taken
by the robber was heavy were heavy

15 Regular Plural b
The gold that had been taken
by the robbers was heavy were heavy

15 Reduced Singular c The gold taken by the robber was heavy were heavy
15 Reduced Plural d The gold taken by the robbers was heavy were heavy

16 Regular Singular a
The dress that had been sewn
by the seamstress was cute were cute

16 Regular Plural b
The dress that had been sewn
by the seamstresses was cute were cute

16 Reduced Singular c
The dress sewn by the
seamstress was cute were cute

16 Reduced Plural d
The dress sewn by the
seamstresses was cute were cute

17 Regular Singular a
The mango that had been
stolen by the bandit was ripe were ripe

17 Regular Plural b
The mango that had been
stolen by the bandits was ripe were ripe

17 Reduced Singular c
The mango stolen by the
bandit was ripe were ripe

17 Reduced Plural d
The mango stolen by the
bandits was ripe were ripe
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18 Regular Singular a
The ball that had been kicked
by the athlete was green were green

18 Regular Plural b
The ball that had been kicked
by the athletes was green were green

18 Reduced Singular c The ball kicked by the athlete was green were green

18 Reduced Plural d
The ball kicked by the
athletes was green were green

19 Regular Singular a
The batter that had been
mixed by the baker was delicious were delicious

19 Regular Plural b
The batter that had been
mixed by the bakers was delicious were delicious

19 Reduced Singular c The batter mixed by the baker was delicious were delicious

19 Reduced Plural d
The batter mixed by the
bakers was delicious were delicious

20 Regular Singular a
The mug that had been made
by the ceramicist was unique were unique

20 Regular Plural b
The mug that had been made
by the ceramics was unique were unique

20 Reduced Singular c The mug made by the ceramic was unique were unique

20 Reduced Plural d
The mug made by the
ceramics was unique were unique

21 Regular Singular a
The toy that had been bitten
by the dog was old were old

21 Regular Plural b
The toy that had been bitten
by the dogs was old were old

21 Reduced Singular c The toy bitten by the dog was old were old
21 Reduced Plural d The toy bitten by the dogs was old were old

22 Regular Singular a
The gift that had been
returned by the receiver was worthless were worthless

22 Regular Plural b
The gift that had been
returned by the receivers was worthless were worthless

22 Reduced Singular c
The gift returned by the
receiver was worthless were worthless

22 Reduced Plural d
The gift returned by the
receivers was worthless were worthless

23 Regular Singular a
The bone that had been
thrown for the dog was big were big

23 Regular Plural b The bone that had been was big were big
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thrown for the dogs
23 Reduced Singular c The bone thrown for the dog was big were big
23 Reduced Plural d The bone thrown for the dogs was big were big

24 Regular Singular a
The information that had been
known by the statistician was important were important

24 Regular Plural b
The information that had been
known by the statisticians was important were important

24 Reduced Singular c
The information known by
the statistician was important were important

24 Reduced Plural d
The information known by
the statisticians was important were important
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